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Quantum Szilard engine constitutes an adequate interplay of thermodynamics, information theory
and quantum mechanics. Szilard engines are in general operated by a Maxwell’s Demon where
Landauer’s principle resolves the apparent paradoxes. Here we propose a Szilard engine setup
without featuring an explicit Maxwell’s demon. In a demonless Szilard engine, the acquisition of
which-side information is not required, but erasure and the related heat dissipation still take place
implicitly by the very nature of the work extraction process. We see that the insertion of the
partition in a quantum Szilard engine does not localize the particle to one side, instead it creates a
superposition state of the particle being in both sides. To be able to extract work from the system,
particle has to be localized at one side. The localization occurs as a result of quantum measurement
on the particle, which shows the importance of the measurement process regardless of whether one
uses the acquired information or not. In accordance with the Landauer’s principle, localization by
quantum measurement corresponds to a logically irreversible operation and for this reason it has to
be accompanied by the corresponding heat dissipation. This shows the validity of the Landauer’s
principle even in quantum Szilard engines without Maxwell’s demon. Furthermore, we take quantum
confinement effects fully into account to analyze the Szilard cycle in the quantum regime thoroughly
and obtain highly accurate analytical expressions for work and heat exchanges. Our results show
that Landauer’s principle holds the key role to understand the thermodynamics of the localization
of the particle by quantum measurement, which explicitly saves the second law in demonless engines
and shows that quantum-mechanical considerations are essential to reconcile thermodynamics and
information theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The second law of thermodynamics has been chal-
lenged by thought experiments many times. While the
second law eludes itself from all charges so far, the inter-
rogators have caused to reveal subtle links and features
between different disciplines of physics. One of these
thought experiments, quantum Szilard engine, holds the
key for a possible reconciliation of thermodynamics, in-
formation theory and quantum mechanics in the same
footing. Understanding the full role of Landauer’s princi-
ple in a quantum Szilard engine along with its restrictions
and liberations is still a crucial challenge in the emerging
field of quantum information thermodynamics1.
The first link between thermodynamics and informa-
tion has been unraveled by Maxwell in 18712. To briefly
summarize his thought experiment, consider a container
with two equally sized compartments where each com-
partment is filled with a gas at thermal equilibrium hav-
ing the same pressure and temperature. An information
processing being (later coined as the Maxwell’s demon)
controls a tiny opening; closes if a molecule comes to-
wards left compartment and opens if it comes towards
right, thereby creating a pressure (or temperature if it
does the selection according to molecules’ energy) dif-
ference from a thermal equilibrium. Without any ex-
penditure of work, the demon transfers heat from colder
region to hotter region and decreases the entropy, which
presents a clear violation of the Clausius statement of
the second law of thermodynamics. Instead of an in-
formation processing demon, Smoluchowski proposed a
trap-door model in 19123, but these kind of Brownian
ratchet-like devices cannot operate reliably at thermal
equilibrium because of random fluctuations. Szilard took
the problem one step further by designing a heat engine
that appears to violate the second law4. Szilard’s classi-
cal heat engine can be described as follows: Consider a
container with a single gas molecule inside and in con-
tact with a heat reservoir. Now insert a piston having
zero thickness at the middle of the container which splits
it into two parts with equal volumes. Depending on the
position of the molecule one can attach a weight to the
piston with a string over a pulley, which makes it pos-
sible to extract work by the expansion of a freely mov-
able piston caused by the pressure that molecule exerts.
To return the initial state, the partition can be removed
without any work consumption and the whole process
can be repeated in a cyclic manner. All thermodynamic
processes are defined as isothermal and reversible. This
engine apparently violates the Kelvin-Planck statement
of the second law (that is actually equivalent to the Clau-
sius statement) by converting heat directly into equiva-
lent amount of work through a cyclic process.
Information-theoretic arguments for the resolution of
Maxwell’s demon and Szilard engine paradoxes put for-
ward explicitly by von Neumann, Brillouin and Roth-
stein during the beginning of 50’s5. However, the major
leap forward on the issue came in 1961 by Landauer who
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2stated that any logically irreversible operation must be
accompanied by some heat dissipation, which is called
Landauer’s principle now6. In this context, Landauer
gave an explicit example of resetting a memory to the
reference state, which is nowadays called as information
erasure. Later by Penrose and independently by Bennett,
this has been used to resolve the Szilard problem. Pen-
rose and Bennett argued that in order to complete the
cycle in Szilard engine, one needs to erase the informa-
tion from the demon’s memory (by resetting) which gen-
erates a heat dissipation7,8. After Penrose and Bennett,
information erasure was the key to resolve the problem
and the measurement was thought to cost no work. In-
deed, for classical measurements this is the case7. Nowa-
days, for the resolution of the classical versions of both
Maxwell’s demon and Szilard engine paradoxes, it has
been accepted by most that the demon must store the
information about the molecule(s) and need to erase it
to complete the cycle9,10.
Although Szilard’s thought experiment does not men-
tion about quantum mechanics, by the very nature of the
problem, it is clear that such an engine needs to operate
at nanoscale where quantum effects may play a signif-
icant role. Zurek11,12 was one of the first to explicitly
take into account the role of quantum superposition in a
quantum Szilard engine. However, it has been first real-
ized by Biedenharn and Solem13 that quantum mechan-
ics might be essential for the resolution of the paradox.
They also pointed out the resemblance between Szilard
engine problem and double-slit experiment. The role of
wavefunction collapse during a measurement in the per-
spective of Maxwell’s demon has been also discussed14.
Through an Ising model adaptation of the Szilard engine,
Parrondo15,16 argued that symmetry breaking is the key
ingredient in the operation of a Szilard engine. Recently,
Alicki and Horodecki proposed a postulate to separate er-
godicity from the quantum superpositions, i.e. the non-
existence of the superpositions of pure quantum states
belonging to different ergodic components, which is rel-
evant to understand the thermodynamics of the Szilard
engine17. During the last decades, quantum versions of
Maxwell’s demon and Szilard engine have been explored
by considering specific physical systems as well as ab-
stract ones18–26. Experimental realization claims of the
Maxwell’s demon and Szilard engine has been made also
during the last decade27–33.
Quantum Szilard engine is crucial in the sense that it
constitutes the backbone of the reconciliation of thermo-
dynamics, information and quantum theories. Therefore,
the coverage of all of its aspects and a fully-acclaimed res-
olution of the problem are still required. Many arguments
have been appeared and circulated in literature based on
some assumptions and logic flows, but to our knowledge,
there is still no in depth investigation and simulation of
the quantum version of the original Szilard engine under
quasistatic isothermal processes and confinement effects.
In this work, we start with a new Szilard engine setup
without the Maxwell’s demon, and argue that acquisition
of which-side information and feedback control may not
be essential in a Szilard engine. Without actually record-
ing and storing the information, the explicit necessity of
the erasure is discussed. We present by various novel
examples that even in the absence of Maxwell’s demon,
erasure might take place implicitly. The consequences of
implicit erasure are also addressed in Sec. II. In the light
of demonless classical Szilard engines, we argue that the
demonless resolution of Szilard’s paradox implies the re-
quirement of quantum mechanical considerations. In Sec.
III, we examine the thermodynamic cycle of a quantum
Szilard engine with quasistatic isothermal processes at
all steps. Confinement effects are fully taken into ac-
count and they help to understand and analyze the cycle
thoroughly. We show that despite the lack of need for
acquiring the which-side information, the localization of
particle at one side by quantum measurement is still es-
sential for the operation of a Szilard engine, which brings
out the necessity of quantum-mechanical considerations.
On the contrary case, the engine won’t work due to the
superposition of the particle being at both sides. The
quantum measurement process is therefore crucial in a
quantum Szilard engine, even in the absence of an ex-
plicit information processing. Localization by quantum
measurement is a logically irreversible process and just
like the information erasure, it has to be accompanied
by a corresponding heat dissipation. Consequently, in a
demonless Szilard engine, quantum mechanics validates
the Landauer’s principle. We calculate free energy, en-
tropy and internal energy changes in each step of the
quantum Szilard engine by taking quantum confinement
effects fully into account. Due to quantum size and shape
effects, insertion requires a work to be done, though it
is exactly recovered back during the expansion process
along with kT ln 2. Detailed numerical simulations also
supports our arguments. Highly accurate analytical ex-
pressions for work and heat exchanges in the quantum
regime of a Szilard engine cycle are provided in the ap-
pendix. We summarize our findings in Sec. IV and con-
clude by mentioning the possible future extensions of this
work.
II. A SZILARD ENGINE WITHOUT
MAXWELL’S DEMON?
The thermodynamic process of a basic memory erasure
is described in Refs.10,34 by simply reversing the Szilard
engine cycle. In literature, Szilard engines have been al-
most always designed with an external memory device
of this kind implemented by a Maxwell’s Demon through
some protocols. Landauer’s erasure explicitly takes place
on the memory device. On the other hand, several de-
monless Szilard engine setups have also been proposed
before to demonstrate a complete thermodynamic cy-
cle without the which-side information acquisition, such
as the trap-door model by Smoluchowski3, a mechani-
cal setup by Popper5, an automatic device by Jauch and
3FIG. 1. A classical Szilard engine setup without Maxwell’s
demon. Schematic shows the step after the partition (piston)
symmetrically inserted. Magnetic rods are attached to the
both sides of the piston and two solenoids are placed on both
ends which are connected to a passive diode bridge. Regard-
less of the particle’s position, magnetic rods moving inside the
solenoids induce an electric current that can be utilized from
the output of the diode bridge.
Baron35 and recently by Alicki17. Some demonless en-
gines, like Smoluchowski’s trap-door, won’t work because
of thermal fluctuations. The final stance of the other se-
tups is still open to debate5,36–40.
Here, we address this issue again and by presenting
a new demonless Szilard engine setup (Fig. 1) we dis-
cuss the implications and consequences by means of Lan-
dauer’s principle. In our proposed setup, a partition (pis-
ton) divides the Szilard’s box into two equally sized com-
partments and magnetic rods are attached to the piston
on both sides of the box along with solenoids. After the
insertion of the piston, regardless of the position of par-
ticle (either left or right classically), the piston will cause
the magnetic rods to move within the solenoid and gener-
ate a positive and/or negative electric current by electro-
magnetic induction. This current can then be converted
into a direct current, if required, by a passive diode bridge
to drive a DC motor. Even without using a rectifier com-
ponent like a diode bridge, the current can still be utilized
to drive an AC motor by designing the opposite winding
directions in each solenoid. Even repositioning of the pis-
ton won’t cause any problem, as long as we disconnect the
load from the bridge during the repositioning process of
the piston. With this setup, work can be extracted from
the Szilard engine, without having the necessity of know-
ing which side of the container the particle is. Since no
information acquisition has occurred, there would be no
need for a memory to record the which-side information
and so the cycle seems to be completed without any ap-
parent erasure of information. This device has the sole
effect of absorbing heat from a reservoir and converting it
to the equivalent amount of work, thus, seems to violate
the Clausius’ version of 2nd law!
One can object to this erasure-free interpretation by
stating that in any demonless engine, there would be
some mechanism that implicitly stores the which-side
information and corresponds to a some sort of memory
which needs to be erased eventually41–44. For instance,
in our proposed setup, left and right solenoids induce the
electric current independent of the position of the par-
ticle inside the box. However, this state still encodes
the information about which outcome occurs, though we
are not necessarily using it to extract work. Converting
this undirected current to a direct current by a diode
bridge might correspond to the erasure of this which-side
information and if that’s the case, this must be accom-
panied by a heat dissipation. Even in the case of the
absence of a rectifier diode bridge, the positive or nega-
tive phase information will be erased irreversibly by the
internal physical mechanisms of an AC motor. In ev-
ery possible case, two-way motion (leftward/rightward
or clockwise/counterclockwise) is always converted into
a one-way motion to be able to make use of it as a ther-
modynamic work. By the very nature of this conversion,
information loss happens and it is impossible to recover
the input information from the output. This means by
the Landauer’s principle, there has to be an entropy gen-
eration and corresponding heat dissipation. These kind
of attempts to bypass Landauer’s principle is similar to
the attempts that were done in the past to bypass the
second law of thermodynamics, which all eventually have
been shown to be impossible. There seems no way to by-
pass the Landauer’s principle, even by constructing Szi-
lard engines without Maxwell’s demon. In the following
section, we explore the quantum version of a demonless
Szilard engine and extend the usage of Landauer’s prin-
ciple beyond the memory erasure.
III. THERMODYNAMICS OF A DEMONLESS
QUANTUM SZILARD ENGINE UNDER
CONFINEMENT EFFECTS
In this section, we revisit the conceptual Szilard engine
by considering quantum-mechanical effects like quantum
measurement, localization and confinement (both size
and shape) effects. We keep our discussion as close as it
can to the original Szilard engine, albeit it is quantum-
mechanical version of it. It is hard to make general
statements out of Szilard engine setups with very spe-
cific physical system considerations. Staying on ther-
modynamic footing allows us to make more generalized
statements. Therefore, to make our arguments model-
independent, we design our setup without any concerns
of a physical realization. Schematic of a single-particle
quantum Szilard heat engine is presented in Fig. 2. The
setup is composed of three components, namely the sys-
tem S, measuring device D and heat bath B at tempera-
ture T . The thermodynamic cycle consists of four steps;
insertion (I), measurement (II), expansion (III) and re-
moval (IV). The partition has zero thickness and sym-
metrically divides the container into two compartments.
All boundaries confining the particle are perfectly impen-
etrable. B is in contact with S and D all the time to keep
all processes isothermal. To stick with the original propo-
sitions and to prevent any unnecessary complications of
the problem, we assume all processes to be quasistatic.
For a 1-dimensional Szilard box, initial wavefunction
of the confined particle before the insertion of the parti-
4FIG. 2. A quantum Szilard engine setup composed of three
components, system S, measuring device D and heat bath
B. S denotes the container with a single particle inside. D
is the device which measures the particle. B at tempera-
ture T is in contact with both S and D, keeping all processes
isothermal. Dotted turquoise lines denote the effective regions
that the particle occupies because of the confinement effects.
(I→II) Inserting the partition into the container. Symmet-
ric insertion divides the container into two equal compart-
ments and creates an entangled state of the particle’s posi-
tion. (II→III) Performing quantum measurement to localize
the particle into one of the compartments. (III→IV) Letting
particle to expand the partition and extracting work from the
system. (IV→I) Removing the partition from the container
at the boundary, which completes the cycle.
tion is given by 〈x|ψn〉 =
√
2/L sin (npix/L), where n is
quantum state variable. The density matrix completely
describing the equilibrium state of the single particle in
a quantum Szilard engine reads
ρ = Z−1
∑
n
exp (−βEn) |ψn〉 〈ψn| , (1)
where β = 1/(kT ) is inverse temperature with k denotes
the Boltzmann’s constant and T temperature. Here, Z
is the single particle partition function which is given by
Z =
∑
n
exp (−βEn) , (2)
where En = n
2h2/(8mL2) are 1D energy eigenvalues
from the solution of Schro¨dinger equation for the par-
ticle with mass m inside the container with length L at
the initial stage. We choose bare electron mass for the
calculations. Note that since there is only one particle
inside the box, Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is used as
the distribution function.
By using the partition function, Helmholtz free energy
is written as
F = −kT lnZ. (3)
Entropy of the quantum thermodynamic system is writ-
ten by von Neumann entropy as
S = −ktr (ρ ln ρ) , (4)
and then, internal energy of the system is as follows
U = kTZ−1
∑
n
En exp (−βEn) . (5)
In the following subsections, we investigate the steps
of the thermodynamic cycle and analyze work and heat
exchanges between S, D and B in detail for each step by
evaluating free energies, entropies and internal energies
of the thermodynamic states of the system. For the sake
of clarity of the thermodynamic processes, we examine
a Szilard engine with a 2-dimensional (2D) container in
particular, rather than 1D. It should be noted that, al-
though free energy, entropy and internal energy values
differ in 2D and 1D cases, differences in these quanti-
ties (so work and heat exchanges) are the same for both
cases, because momentum eigenvalues parallel to the di-
rection of the inserted partition do not change during
thermodynamic processes. The contributions from the
direction parallel to the inserted partition cancels out
when one takes the differences of thermodynamic quan-
tities. Hence, work, heat and energy exchanges presented
in this work are universal in the sense that they are inde-
pendent from how many dimensional space the container
is considered in.
A. Step I: Creating superposition by insertion
In the first step, a partition with zero thickness is qua-
sistatically inserted into the system which is in contact
with the heat bath B at temperature T . Although the in-
sertion process is not a trivial step in a quantum Szilard
engine, it is not thoroughly investigated before. What
happens to the quantum particle in a quasistatic inser-
tion along with the full thermodynamic analysis of the
process are presented in Fig. 3 in detail. To make also
a quantitative analysis, we choose a container with sizes
Lx = 20nm, Ly = 10nm and temperature T = 300K.
A single quantum particle at thermal equilibrium oc-
cupies the whole domain in an inhomogeneous way due
to its wave nature. The quantum-mechanical thermal
probability density distribution of the confined particle
is given by
n(r) = Z−1
∑
n
exp (−βEn) |Ψn(r)|2 , (6)
where r is the position vector. Note that Eq. (6) contains
both the thermal and quantum probabilities and so cap-
5FIG. 3. Simulation of quasistatic isothermal insertion pro-
cess for a container with sizes Lx = 20nm, Ly = 10nm and at
temperature T = 300K. d denotes the depth of the partition
inserted into the domain. (a) Quantum-mechanical thermal
probability density distribution of the particle is non-uniform
inside the container due to quantum size effects. Magnitudes
of the density distributions are represented by the rainbow
color scale, where red and blue colors denote higher and lower
density regions respectively. Partition having zero thickness
entering the container in y-direction, d = 1nm. (b) Partition
enters almost halfway of the container, d = 4nm. Although
it has zero thickness, confined particle perceives a finite effec-
tive thickness (2δ). (c) Partition is at d = 7nm depth. (d)
Partition separates the container into two equally sized com-
partments, d = 10nm. Particle has equal probability to be at
both sides. Variation of (e) Helmholtz free energy, (f) entropy
and (g) internal energy with respect to partition’s penetration
depth d in nm’s.
turing quantum-thermodynamic nature of the confined
system.
In Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d, numerical simulations45 of
the density distributions of the confined particle is shown
for insertion depths of d = 1nm, d = 4nm, d = 7nm and
d = 10nm, respectively. d denotes the depth of the in-
serted partition in y-direction. Density at a particular
point inside the domain is represented by the rainbow
color scale, where red and blue colors respectively denote
higher and lower densities. As is seen, although partition
dives into the domain, there is still possibility for parti-
cle to travel inbetween compartments, until the partition
finally closes the opening at d = 10nm, in Fig. 3d.
It is crucial to notice that, even after the partition di-
vides the domain into two, particle has probability to
occupy both regions of left and right compartments, as
particle does not teleport itself into one of the compart-
ments at the moment of the perfect division. This can be
seen quantitatively and visually from the plots of Eq. (6)
in Fig. 3. In fact, at the closure of the partition, particle
becomes in a quantum superposition state of being both
left and right sides at the same time. In other words, the
insertion of the partition creates an entangled position-
state of the particle. Entanglement is provided by the
spatial correlation of states. Similar to the entangled
photons in a double-slit experiment, the confined parti-
cle in a quantum Szilard engine is in a quantum state
that is composed of possibilities occupying left and right
compartments at the same time with equal probability
in the symmetric insertion case. In this sense, insertion
process in a quantum Szilard engine can be seen analo-
gous to the entanglement creation of a photon by a beam
splitter.
Density distributions of confined systems and variation
in thermodynamic properties can be suitably understood
and interpreted by the quantum boundary layer (QBL)
concept46. In the thermodynamics of confined systems,
when particles are confined in nanoscale domains at ther-
mal equilibrium, because of their wave nature, a layer
with less occupation probability is formed near to bound-
aries, which is called QBL. In Fig. 3(a, b, c and d), the
effect of QBL formation can clearly be seen. The par-
ticle in a quantum Szilard engine occupies effectively a
smaller volume than the apparent geometric volume (the
effective region is denoted by dotted turquoise regions in
Fig. 2). Although inserted partition has zero thickness,
the quantum particle confined in the domain perceives
an effective thickness (2δ) of the partition, which in turn
changes the thermodynamic properties of the system, un-
like in classical case. The concept of QBL not only gives
a physical understanding to the quantum thermodynam-
ics of confined systems, but also gives possibility to ob-
tain analytical expressions of thermodynamic quantities
(given in Appendix) with a quite high accuracy.
Free energy of the system increases during the inser-
tion process, Fig. 3e, suggesting that it requires work
to be done. Free energy slowly changes during the ini-
tial entrance of the partition, because of the less thermal
probability density between d = 0 and d = 1nm due
to QBL near to container’s boundaries. Then, free en-
ergy linearly increases during the insertion until around
d = 8nm where QBLs of partition and the container wall
starts to overlap47 in which free energy saturates to its
final value at d = 10nm. Free energy variation is approx-
imately equal to the effective pressure times the effective
thickness which corresponds to the quantum force ex-
erted on the partition with zero thickness48.
Free energy of the system before insertion is given by
FI = −kT ln[Z(L)]. Partition function has also temper-
ature and Ly dependencies of course, but we won’t de-
note them in the expressions, since they are constant
during all processes. Likewise, Lx is shortened to L for
brevity in expressions. Since insertion divides the sys-
tem into entangled states occupying two compartments,
the partition function of the final system after the in-
sertion is the sum of two partition functions of left and
right compartments. Hence, free energy after insertion is
FII = −kT ln[2Z(L/2)] = −kT ln[Z(L/2)] − kT ln 2. It
can be seen that kT ln 2 term naturally arises inside the
free energy expression FII, as a consequence of the quan-
tum entanglement of the particle which is now in both
compartments at once. From the difference of initial and
6final free energies, insertion work reads
Wins = kT ln
Z(L)
2Z(L/2)
= kT ln
Z(L)
Z(L/2)
− kT ln 2.
(7)
Due to quantum size effects, the result of the above equa-
tion is non-zero. If one takes the limit of L → ∞ or
T → ∞, insertion work will be zero. The quantitative
examination giving the functinoal behavior of this limit
is shown in Fig. 4 by black and gray curves for size and
temperature behaviors respectively. They go to zero in
the infinite volume and temperature limits, but blow up
to infinity in L→ 0 or T → 0 limit, because of the expo-
nential in the partition function.
During the insertion, entropy of the system decreases
as the available effective volume that can be occupied
by the particle decreases, because of QBLs on both sides
of the inserted wall. Entropy of the system before in-
sertion is SI = −ktr[ρ(L) ln ρ(L)] and after it becomes
SII = −ktr[ρ(L/2) ln ρ(L/2)]+k ln 2. Then, from the dif-
ference of initial and final entropies, heat dissipation to
the environment during the insertion process becomes
Qins = kT ln 2 + kT tr [ρ(L) ln ρ(L)− ρ(L/2) ln ρ(L/2)] .
(8)
Variation of Qins with domain size and temperature is
examined in Fig. 4a and 4b by purple and pink curves
respectively. For large domain sizes and high tempera-
tures it goes to zero. However, when domain size becomes
extremely small, say less than around 10nm’s in our case,
it changes its negatively increasing behavior and rapidly
goes up to the positive amplitude. Although this particu-
lar confinement effect is also interesting and it is actually
related to quantum shape effects47, it will be investigated
in another study and it won’t change the arguments for
the resolution of the Szilard engine problem in this work.
Internal energies of initial and final
stages are respectively written as UI =
kTZ−1(L)
∑
nEn(L) exp[−βEn(L)] and UII =
kTZ−1(L/2)
∑
nEn(L/2) exp[−βEn(L/2)]. There-
fore, change in internal energy of the system in insertion
process becomes
∆Uins =kTZ
−1
(
L
2
)∑
n
En
(
L
2
)
exp
[
−βEn
(
L
2
)]
− kTZ−1(L)
∑
n
En(L) exp[−βEn(L)].
(9)
During the insertion process, S interacts only with B and
all work and heat exchanges happen between them.
Although in an isothermal process internal energy
change is zero, this statement is valid only classically.
Due to quantum size effects, internal energy (as well as
other thermodynamic properties) does not only the func-
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FIG. 4. Work and heat exchanges as well as changes in inter-
nal energy during insertion process with respect to (a) domain
size L and (b) temperature T . Black/gray, teal/turquoise and
purple/pink curves represent insertion work, insertion heat
and internal energy change during insertion between S and B
respectively for (a)/(b).
tion of temperature, but also the domain sizes49. Vari-
ations of changes in internal energy with respect to L
and T are examined in Fig. 4a and 4b by the teal and
turquoise curves respectively.
Analytical expressions for work and heat exchanges, as
well as changes in internal energy, are given in Appendix.
They perfectly match with the expressions given by Eqs.
(7), (8) and (9), that’s why we didn’t plot them in Fig. 4.
The relative errors are less than 10−6 even for L = 10nm
at T = 300K. For even stronger confinements, one needs
to consider quantum shape effects47 as well in order to get
even more accurate representations, but for our analysis
here, the analytical expressions given in Appendix are
quite sufficient.
B. Step II: Localization by quantum measurement
In the beginning of step II, we have the superposition
of the particle in left and right compartments of the con-
tainer. In this stage, we argue that it is impossible to ex-
tract work from the Szilard engine unless we localize the
particle into one of the compartments. To demonstrate
this, we analyze the system in quasistatic isothermal ex-
pansion without the localization of the particle in Fig.
5. l denotes the position of the partition in x-direction.
First of all, piston won’t move because particle is in both
left and right sides with equal probability and therefore
exerting equal but opposite pressure to the piston, Fig.
5a. This fact can also be seen from the free energy varia-
tion in Fig. 5e with respect to the location of the piston
(at l = 10nm piston is at the center, at l = 20nm it’s on
the right boundary of container). Free energy stays al-
most constant until around 3 QBL thickness left between
the piston and domain boundaries, which is due to the
so called quantum shape effect47. Behavior of entropy
and internal energy in Fig. 5f and 5g after l = 7nm can
also be explained by quantum shape effects. The discus-
sion of these behaviors is beyond the scope of this arti-
7FIG. 5. Simulation of quasistatic isothermal expansion pro-
cess without performing the quantum measurement and lo-
calizing the particle. l denotes the lateral position of the
partition. (a) Partition symmetrically divides the container
into two equally sized compartments. (b) Partition is moved
to the position of l = 14nm by preserving quantum super-
position and without localizing the particle. (c) Partition is
at l = 17nm. (d) Partition is moved to the right boundary
of the container, l = 20nm. Initial situation before the in-
sertion is recovered. Variation of (e) Helmholtz free energy,
(f) entropy and (g) internal energy with respect to partition’s
lateral position l in nm’s.
cle as it won’t change the presented arguments and only
has quantitative effect, however one can check Ref.47 for
the explanations of these behaviors via similar systems.
What Fig. 5 shows us is, the best we can do in a quan-
tum Szilard engine without localization is to get back the
work that we expend during the insertion process. This
can be seen by comparing the free energy differences of
both processes shown in Figs. 3e and 5e, where the dif-
ferences in free energies are exactly equal to each other
and kT ln 2 term does not pop out unlike in the localized
case. Therefore, without the localization of the particle,
net work output during the cycle will be zero. One can-
not extract work in this case, because the partition won’t
move as it feels equal amount of pressure from both com-
partments, see Fig. 5a and 5e. Consequently, although
we don’t need to acquire the which-side information, we
still have to measure the particle in order to localize it.
Here, we are not strictly interested in the physical struc-
ture of the measuring device. Its only function is to lo-
calize the wavefunction of the particle and it has ability
to receive heat from B.
In literature, measurement has been thought to cost
no work (and corresponding heat dissipation). This is
indeed true since gaining (or writing) information is just
a mapping operation which preserves the phase space vol-
ume and therefore can be realized without heat dissipa-
tion, in principle. However, the operation of localizing
the particle by quantum measurement does not preserve
the phase space volume. It is not possible to infer the
initial state from the final state, since there is no one-to-
one correspondence between the pre-measurement and
post-measurement states. Although measurement pro-
cess is thermodynamically reversible, it has a logical ir-
reversibility and by Landauer’s principle it is necessarily
dissipative6,8. Logical irreversibility does not imply ther-
modynamic irreversibility50 and localization by quantum
measurement constitutes an example of this. Classical
measurement is logically reversible (Landauer-Bennett)
but quantum measurement is not. In literature, it is
somewhat mistakenly assumed as if the erasure is the
only way for a logical irreversibility. However, this is not
necessarily true. Resetting a memory erases any trace re-
garding the initial trace of the information, however, lo-
calization by quantum measurement does also the exactly
same operation in the context of logical irreversibility.
Information that is acquired should be independent
from whether we use it or not and quantum measure-
ment exactly does that. Independent from the usage of
the information, the particle localized at a one definite
side. After the localization, storing of the information
can be done without any expenditure of work.
Before the localization, the particle was in both boxes
at once and hence the total partition function of the sys-
tem was the sum of the partition functions of the two
compartments which is 2Z(L/2). After the localization
particle finds itself in one of the boxes and partition func-
tion reduces to Z(L/2). After localization, free energy
becomes FIII = −kT ln[Z(L/2)]. This suggest that free
energy change in the system is kT ln 2. Hence, measure-
ment process causes a work input to the system which is
given by,
Wmsr = kT ln 2. (10)
Similarly, after the localization of the particle, entropy of
the system becomes SIII = −ktr[ρ(L/2) ln ρ(L/2)]. We
know also the entropy of the system at step II. By taking
their difference, the heat dissipated is found as
Qmsr = −kT ln 2. (11)
which is exactly the same amount of the work that is ex-
pended during the localization by measurement process.
Internal energy of the system does not change during this
process (UII = UIII) so that
∆Umsr = 0. (12)
During the measurement process, S interacts with D, so
work and heat exchanges happen between them through
B. It should be noted that D does not exactly correspond
to the Maxwell’s demon, because it does not function as
a memory device, its only function is quantum measure-
ment and collapsing the particle’s wavefunction.
Since we consider S and D separately, the heat dissi-
pation appears during the measurement process which
causes localization. Several authors have also argued
that this actually does not contradict with Landauer’s
principle and the link between thermodynamics and
information50–52. They claim that this discrepancy is
just a matter of interpretation, however, the thermody-
8namic processes of the erasure-free interpretation have
never been shown explicitly before in the context of quan-
tum Szilard engine, although work cost of the operations
related with the entropy change and information has also
been shown53–63.
Work cost of measurement has also been taken into ac-
count from purely information-theoretic point of view in
literature50,52,55,60,61. In this context, extractable work
from the system has mutual information term in addi-
tion to the free energy difference in the system, so that
WSext ≤ −∆FS + kTI where I is the mutual informa-
tion between S and D, which is I = ln 2 in this case.
The mutual information term corresponds to the work
cost of measurement which is also equivalent to the net
work due to entanglement64. Since measurement on the
system increases its free energy by kT ln 2, extractable
work becomes zero in a thermodynamically reversible
cyclic process50. Hence, our localization by measurement
picture is also compatible with the information-theoretic
picture with mutual information.
C. Step III: Work extraction by expansion
After localizing the particle, now it’s possible to ex-
tract work from the system by isothermal expansion. In
Fig. 6, simulation of the expansion process is shown in
several steps. Particle starts with the localized volume
of L/2 (Fig. 6a), expands (Fig. 6b, 6c) and the piston
reaches to the end of the container (Fig. 6d). This ex-
pansion can be converted into mechanical work by simple
mechanisms.
The system consists only of half of the compartment
in the beginning of step III, and consequently the par-
tition function is Z(L/2) and free energy is written as
FIII = −kT ln[Z(L/2)]. Entropy of the system becomes
SIII = −ktr[ρ(L/2) ln ρ(L/2)]. In Fig. 6e, 6f and 6g,
changes in free energy, entropy and internal energy of the
system during the expansion are plotted. While entropy
of the system is increasing, free energy and internal en-
ergy decrease during the expansion process, which is an
expected result. Expansion work can be written as
Wexp =kT ln
Z(L/2)
Z(L)
= −Wins − kT ln 2,
(13)
and heat exchange between the S and B is
Qexp =kT tr [ρ(L/2) ln ρ(L/2)− ρ(L) ln ρ(L)]
= −Qins + kT ln 2. (14)
Internal energy change of S during the expansion process
is non-zero and negative and it is equal to ∆Uins with the
opposite sign,
∆Uexp = −∆Uins. (15)
FIG. 6. Simulation of quasistatic isothermal expansion pro-
cess after the measurement and localization of the particle.
(a) After the symmetric insertion of the partition, quantum
measurement is performed and the particle is localized at the
left compartment. (b) Partition expands to the position of
l = 14nm, which is caused by the pressure exerted on the par-
tition by the localized particle. (c) Expansion of the partition
at l = 17nm. (d) Partition expands to the right boundary
of the container, l = 20nm. Initial situation before the in-
sertion is recovered. Variation of (e) Helmholtz free energy,
(f) entropy and (g) internal energy with respect to partition’s
lateral position l in nm’s.
During the expansion process, S only interacts with B
and all work and heat exchanges occur between them.
D. Step IV: Removal
For the completion of the cycle, partition should be re-
moved and the initial step (I) should be recovered. Since
the wavefunction is exactly zero at the boundaries, re-
moval of the insertion does not change any thermody-
namic property of the system (FIV = FI, SIV = SI and
UIV = UI) and therefore can be done without any work
and heat exchanges, as well as without a change in in-
ternal energy (Wrem = 0, Qrem = 0 and ∆Urem = 0). In
single-particle Szilard engine with symmetric partition
removal process is trivial. On the other hand, removal
work can be finite in multi-particle case or container with
finite-potential well boundaries.
Changes in thermodynamic quantities at each and ev-
ery component of the quantum Szilard engine for each
process are summarized in Table I. The first and second
columns denote the components of the engine and differ-
ences in thermodynamic properties respectively. Rest of
the columns represent the amounts of changes (given by
the equations in Sec. III) in the thermodynamic proper-
ties for the steps of the cycle. It should be noted that
work exchanges in the free energy row at S add up to
zero, indicating that the extractable work is zero in a
quantum Szilard engine. Furthermore, each row in S
gives exactly zero and shows the cyclic nature of the pro-
cesses. All columns add up to zero indicating that all
processes in the engine are internally reversible. How-
9TABLE I. Changes of free energy, entropy and internal en-
ergy in the system S, device D and bath B, for insertion (I),
measurement (II), expansion (III) and removal (IV) processes.
I II III IV
S
∆F +Wins +Wmsr −Wmsr −Wins 0
∆S −Qins −Qmsr +Qmsr+Qins 0
∆U +∆Uins 0 −∆Uins 0
D
∆F 0 −Wmsr 0 0
∆S 0 +Qmsr 0 0
∆U 0 0 0 0
B
∆F −Wins 0 +Wmsr+Wins 0
∆S +Qins 0 −Qmsr −Qins 0
∆U −∆Uins 0 +∆Uins 0
ever, the measurement process is externally irreversible
because of the nature of localization process, which relies
on the collapse of the wavefunction. In this regard, lo-
calization of particle in a quantum Szilard engine brings
quantum mechanics and thermodynamics into the same
footing, where each of them plays their part respectively
as irreversibility and heat dissipation. Demonstration of
a purely quantum process obeying the Landauer’s princi-
ple may have far-reaching implications and consequences
in quantum-information thermodynamics, in addition to
allowing the existence of demonless quantum Szilard en-
gines.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a quantum Szilard engine in the
absence of a Maxwell’s demon. We’ve showed that even
though there is no explicit information processing in de-
monless setups, measurement still plays a role and lo-
calization of the particle at one side is the crucial step
for Szilard engine’s operation. Although Maxwell’s de-
mon and Szilard engine problems are used interchange-
ably in literature because of the emphasis on erasure
process, they can also be considered as separate in de-
monless quantum Szilard engine setups. Our work shows
the role of Landauer’s principle in demonless quantum
Szilard engines, as we have pointed out, even if the ac-
quisition of which-side information is irrelevant for the
operation of a demonless Szilard engine, heat dissipation
still takes place by another logically irreversible process,
that is localization by quantum measurement. There-
fore, Landauer’s principle can save the second law when
quantum-mechanical picture is taken into account in de-
monless Szilard engines.
In comparison with the erasure explanation, the main
difference between the heat dissipation due to informa-
tion erasure and due to localization by measurement is
in the former ”left or right” state goes back to a refer-
ence state whereas in the latter ”left and right” state goes
to the outcome state. Nevertheless, the localization by
quantum measurement can also be interpreted by a mu-
tual information exchange between the system and the
measuring device, regardless of whether the device oper-
ates as an information-processing demon or not.
In this work, rather than concerning with the phys-
ical realizations of the Szilard engine, we have focused
more on the abstract, conceptual version of it, to resolve
some of the apparent problems in the case of absence of
Maxwell’s demon. We argue that erasure takes place at
least implicitly in all demonless setups inherently because
of the rectifying nature of the work extraction process,
where two-way information has to be converted (recti-
fied) into one-way information. For any kind of work
extraction process, some kind of rectification has to be
done albeit implicitly.
We’ve analyzed a demonless quantum Szilard engine
explicitly and revealed that the localization holds the key
along with Landauer’s principle to save the second law
and presents a complementary resolution of the quantum
version of Szilard’s paradox. Quantum mechanics was
required for the justification of the third law of thermo-
dynamics. Now, we’ve shown in this article that, it also
saves the second law, suggesting that quantum mechan-
ics has strong ties in the foundations of thermodynam-
ics and information theory. Exploration of some impli-
cations and consequences of the particular role of Lan-
dauer’s principle in localization might be significant to
understand more about this link.
Work and heat exchanges and changes in energy for
1D and 2D Szilard boxes are the same and it can be
generalized into n-dimension straightforwardly. But note
that this won’t be the case anymore, when one wants to
use Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein statistics. Magnitudes
of quantum confinement effects will also differ in case
of quantum statistics is used. Moreover, quantum de-
generacy of the system (through chemical potential) will
also play a significant role. Asymmetric insertion of the
partition and multi-particle cases are also important to
address from the point of view of quantum confinement
effects. For instance, removal process might not be triv-
ial anymore in the multi-particle case. Adiabatic and
sudden processes rather than quasistatic ones may add
interesting features to the original problem. Extension
of this work into these cases is also possible. We believe
our results on quantum Szilard engine without Maxwell’s
demon contribute to the understanding the link between
information, quantum mechanics and thermodynamics.
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Appendix: Analytical expressions for work, heat and
energy exchanges
Quantum confinement effects in thermodynamics can
be understood and explained using quantum boundary
layer framework46,47. In addition to providing a phys-
ical understanding to the origins of quantum size and
shape effects in confined systems, (e.g. here the quan-
tum Szilard box), it allows one to obtain analytical ex-
pressions for many quantum-statistical systems with very
high accuracy without the requirement of solving the
Schro¨dinger equation. Quantum boundary layer thick-
ness for a confined ideal gas obeying Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution is exactly one-fourth of the thermal de
Broglie wavelength,
δ =
λth
4
=
h
4
√
2pimkT
, (A.1)
where h is the Planck’s constant. This thickness δ is
derived from the thermal probability density distribution
of a particle confined in 1D domain and contains both
thermal and quantum natures of the particle(s) in an
approximate and effective way, in some ways similar to
the density matrix formalism. Under quantum boundary
layer framework, we obtain insertion work analytically as
W ains = kT ln
L− 2δ
L/2− 2δ − kT ln 2, (A.2)
where a superscript denotes that the expression is ana-
lytical. Similarly, the change in internal energy during
insertion process is found as
∆Uains =
1
2
kT
(
L/2
L/2− 2δ −
L
L− 2δ
)
. (A.3)
One can obtain analytical expression also for heat ex-
change during the insertion just by Qains = ∆U
a
ins−W ains.
Note that work (and heat) exchanges during the measure-
ment process are just kT ln 2 (and −kT ln 2) and during
the expansion process thermodynamic exchange expres-
sions contain the insertion terms as well, in addition to
kT ln 2. Therefore, by using Eqs. A.2 and A.3, work,
heat and energy exchanges during all processes of the
quantum Szilard engine cycle can be obtained analyti-
cally. As is seen, thermodynamic expressions can be de-
termined just by considering the confinement geometry
and quantum boundary layer δ. In this regard, a quan-
tum Szilard engine represents one of the most concrete
examples showing the success of the quantum boundary
layer concept.
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